Summer Reading Tests
English Department
Grades 7-12

Each student must read three books. **On his honor a student should choose books that he has not already read.** Students will be tested on all three books during the first week of school.

Scores will result in an adjustment of the student’s first-quarter English average. For every test a student passes, he earns 1 point added to his quarter average; however, for each test he does not pass, he is penalized 2 points from his quarter average. Thus, a student must pass all three tests to net any bonus points.

Pass three = +3 points to quarter average  
Pass two = +0 points to quarter average  
Pass one = -3 points from quarter average 
Pass zero = -6 from quarter average

Each test contains 16 multiple-choice questions about facts from the book, mostly related to plot, setting, and character. A passing score is at least 11 questions answered correctly.